The provisions made for *****, ie,
I am very grateful for the support and

guidance that has been provided, not only

small groups for lessons and speech
therapy, have made such a big

impact on her happiness and

to my son, but also to myself and my

confidence. We are very grateful to

husband as parents. We have been fully

Greenleas.

informed and included in our sons progress
and future plans in regards to his

Thank you

education. We have been provided with
materials on how we can re-enforce the
learning within our home environment, so

that education is a seamless process and
remains enjoyable. So thank you all.
Mrs Higgerson has been absolutely
brilliant in helping *****. She has
spent time with us to explore

options which might help. We have
been kept informed and involved

throughout. Nothing has been too
much trouble. ***** confidence
and self-belief has grown as a

direct result of the interventions
Outstanding support from SENCO Mrs
Higgerson, teachers and teaching

assistants. Amazing progression by our
son of which we believe is down to the
additional support, one on one and

tailoring of some lessons to support his
academic development. We are always
kept up to date with any issues or

progress made, with additional input from
external bodies when needed.

offered by the school. We
couldn’t have asked for more. We

are confident in the support *****
will receive in Year 6 in order to
help her do well in her SAT’s and

the transition

I could not ask for any more input from

Mrs Higgerson as she is excellent at
keeping me informed and caring so well
for my sons needs, she is the reason why

he is thriving and is more confident in
himself, also his teaching assistants have

We are very pleased with the
excellent support that our son

receives from school. We believe that
their professional approach has helped
him to progress positively.

been the lifeline in any problems with a

daily diary. Thank you so much for
making his needs met with hard work and

dedication.

I have always felt that my daughters

needs are dealt with collectively at
both home and school and there is
constant communication – more so

from the SENCO than class teachers
The staff have been very supportive and
informative over the past year. My child

has grown in confidence and her needs
have been met in every instance.

though. If there are any issues or
concerns I can speak to Mrs

Higgerson and the issue is resolved
or looked into, even issues with
classmates, which is very reassuring

to me that my daughters’ emotional
needs are dealt with as well as

educational needs. I also feel very
reassured that Mrs Higgerson knows
I am extremely pleased with the extra
support my daughter has been receiving,

her confidence has grown so much and she
finds it easier to ask if she doesn’t quite

understand something. Her special needs
where discussed by Mrs Higgerson and
myself at the first parents evening and

together agreed this would be beneficial
to my daughter.

my daughter, she has taught her and

known her since F2 so she sees first
hand what her needs are.

I cannot fault the staff at Greenleas

All reports are sent through at time

School in meeting my child’s needs. Mrs

agreed.

Higgerson (SENCO) and all of class

teachers have always been so
approachable and make us feel that we
can speak to them at any time. The

communication between staff is excellent
and the ASC team have been so helpful
assessing my son and providing

strategies. Their input has been
invaluable in helping staff to understand

his needs and manage his behaviours
effectively.

All staff are approachable.
My daughter is included in all of
school and after school activities

with full support.
The school allow private therapists
to access my daughter during school
hours.
Thank you

